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When it comes to providing students and teachers in medical and the health professions with the 
educational materials they need, our philosophy is simple: learning never ends. Everything we 
offer helps students bridge the gap between the classroom and clinical practice, while supporting 
healthcare professionals in their jobs.
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Grant’s Atlas of Anatomy, 14th Edition
Anne M. R. Agur and Arthur F. Dalley

Real world guidance for today’s anatomy lab. Illustrations drawn from real 
specimens, presented in surface to deep dissection sequence, set Grant’s Atlas 
of Anatomy apart as the most accurate reference available for learning human 
anatomy. These realistic representations provide students with the ultimate 
lab resource. For more than 70 years, Grant’s Atlas of Anatomy has continually 
adapted to meet the needs of each generation of students, while maintaining 
the Grant’s tradition of excellence. 

Key Features:

• Images now clearly show the relationship of structures and clarify anatomical concepts.

• Newly revised legends with highlighted clinical applications describe the anatomic features 
and provide context for health care practice.

• Upgraded medical imaging includes more than 100 clinically significant MRIs, CT images, 
ultrasound scans, and corresponding orientation drawings.

• Updated and improved tables help organize muscles, vessels, and other anatomic 
information in an easy to use format ideal for review and study.

• NEW Additional clinical comments have been added in blue text for quick identification

978-1-4963-1024-8 / 896 pp / 1600 illus, 75 tables / 2016 / £49.99 €60.00

Inspection copies
Available to instructors considering 
a particular text for adoption. 
Inspection copies are now 
available as eBooks and hardcopy.
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Grant’s Dissector, 16th Edition
Alan J. Detton

Grant’s Dissector walks students step by step through dissection procedures in the 
anatomy lab. Each chapter is consistently organised beginning with a brief study of 
surface anatomy followed by concise coverage of osteology, presenting important 
foundational structures that will aid in localisation of soft tissue structures. 

This edition features more than 80 clinical cases organized by region with corresponding 
systems overviews as well as typical las tests, functional testing and diagnostic imaging 
presenting full, integrated cases.

978-1-4963-1679-0 / 320pp / 318 illus / 2016 / £33.00 €40.00

Clinical Anatomy Cases: An Integrated Approach with Physical 
Examination and Medical Imaging
Sagar Dugani, Jeffrey E. Alfonsi, Anne M. R. Agur and Arthur F. Dalley 

This book is carefully organized and presents normal, clinical, and radiologic anatomy, 
along with case examples, relevant physical examination information, and clinical pearls. 
Written and developed by students, residents, physicians, and instructors, Clinical 
Anatomy Cases is a valuable resource for coursework in medical, physician assistant, 
nurse practitioner, dental, physical therapy, occupational therapy, and other health 
programs as well as board exam preparation and as an introduction to radiology during 
the transition to clinical rotations and practice.

Key Features:

• More than 80 clinical cases organized by region with corresponding systems overviews as well as typical 
lab tests, functional testing, and diagnostic imaging presenting full, integrated cases.

• This book integrates anatomy and physical examination in more than 100 clinical case presentations.

• A highly visual presentation with more than 320 illustrations, photographs, and images.

• Lists of differential diagnoses and high yield clinical pearls help students think through clinical 
scenarios.

• Co authors of the best selling anatomy textbooks Clinically Oriented Anatomy and Essential Clinical 
Anatomy. 

978-1-4511-9367-1 / 352 pp / 320 illus / Jun 2016 / £40.00 €48.00
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Clinically Oriented Anatomy, 7th Edition 
Keith L. Moore, Anne M. R. Agur and Arthur F. Dalley

This best-selling anatomy textbook is renowned for its comprehensive coverage 
of anatomy, presented as it relates to the practice of medicine, dentistry, and 
physical therapy. The 7th Edition features an art programme to reinforce its 
position as the primary resource serving the needs of anatomy students during 
both the basic science and the clinical phases of their studies.

978-1-4511-8447-1 / 1168 pp / 1988 illus, 109 tables / 2013 / £49.00 €59.00

Clinically Oriented Anatomy, 8th Edition
Keith L. Moore, Anne M. R. Agur and Arthur F. Dalley 
Clinically Oriented Anatomy is renowned for its comprehensive coverage of anatomy as it 
relates to practice. This best-selling textbook serves as the primary resource for anatomy 
students during both the basic sciences and the clinical phases of their studies in various 
programs, including medical, dental, physician assistant, chiropractic, physical therapy, 
occupational therapy, kinesiology, and more.

Key Features:

• Blue “Clinical Boxes,” supported by photographs and illustrations and categorized with 
icons, help student understand the practical value of anatomy. 

• Introduction chapter covers important systemic information and concepts basic to the 
understanding of the anatomy presented in the subsequent regional chapters, now 
expanded and retitled as Chapter 1: “Overview and Basic Concepts.” 

• New chapter sequence to match Grant’s Atlas of Anatomy and Grant’s Dissector and 
most courses.

• Additional information and images on the Autonomic Nervous System.

• Extensive images, clinical and surface anatomy photographs, and medical imaging.

• Illustrated tables organize complex information about veins, arteries, nerves, and 
other structures. 

• “Bottom Line” boxes summarize key study points. 

• Online student resources include multiple-choice chapter review questions, case 
studies, and Clinical Box videos. 

978-1-4963-4721-3 / Sep 2017



Clinical Anatomy by Regions, 9th Edition 
Richard S. Snell

Widely praised for its clear and consistent organisation, abundant illustrations, and 
emphasis on clinical applications, Clinical Anatomy by Regions delivers the user-friendly 
features and expert perspectives that have made the textbook one of the top teaching 
and learning resources for those seeking insights into the practical application of 
anatomy. Ideal for medical, dental, allied health, and nursing programs, this book guides 
students through the fundamentals of human anatomy, explaining the how and why 
behind each structure, and offering readers the hands-on guidance they need to make 
sound clinical choices.

978-1-4511-1032-6 / 768 pp / 599 illus, 50 tables / 2011 / £47.00 €56.00

Anatomy: A Photographic Atlas, 8th Edition
Johannes W. Rohen, Chichiro Yokochi and Elke Lütjen-Drecoll

Prepare for the dissection lab and operating room with Anatomy: A 
Photographic Atlas. Featuring outstanding full-color photographs of actual 
cadaver dissections with accompanying drawings and diagnostic images, this 
proven text depicts anatomic structures more realistically than illustrations in 
traditional atlases. Chapters are organized by region in the order of a typical 
dissection with each chapter presenting topographical anatomical structures in 
a systemic manner. 

978-1-4963-0870-2 / 560 pp / 1200 illus / 2015 / £59.00 €71.00
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Essential Clinical Anatomy, 5th Edition
Keith L. Moore, Anne M. R. Agur and Arthur F. Dalley

Essential Clinical Anatomy, presents core anatomical concepts in a concise, 
student-friendly format. The text includes the hallmark blue Clinical Boxes, 
as well as surface anatomy and medical imaging features. It is an ideal text 
for shorter medical courses and health professions courses with a condensed 
coverage of anatomy. Essential Clinical Anatomy receives global acclaim for 
the relevance of its clinical correlations. The book emphasizes anatomy that is 
important in physical diagnosis for primary care, interpretation of diagnostic 
imaging, and understanding the anatomical basis of emergency medicine and 
general surgery.

978-1-4698-3201-2 / 736 pp / 2014 / £34.50 €41.00
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Embryology

Langman’s Medical Embryology, 13th Edition
T. W. Sadler

Langman’s Medical Embryology, helps medical, nursing, and health professions 
students develop a basic understanding of embryology and its clinical 
relevance. This edition features more than 100 new and updated illustrations, 
additional clinical images and photos of early embryologic development, an 
expanded chapter on the cardiovascular system. In addition, online teaching 
and learning resources include the fully searchable text online, as well as an 
interactive Quiz Bank for students and also an image bank.

978-1-4698-9780-6 / 400 pp / 403 illus / 2014 / £36.00 €43.00

Atlas of Histology with Functional Correlations, 13th Edition
Victor P. Eroschenko

Atlas of Histology with Functional Correlations explains basic histology 
concepts through realistic, full colour illustrations of histological structures 
as well as actual photomicrographs of similar structures. This unique 
approach has become a popular trademark of the atlas. In addition, all 
structures are directly connected with the most important and essential 
functional correlations. This approach allows students to efficiently learn 
histological structures and their major functions at the same time. The 
Thirteenth Edition features an expanded introduction on basic histology 
techniques and staining as well as a more comprehensive list of stains that 

students may encounter.  

978-1-4963-1023-1 / 362 pp / 460 illus, 10 tables / Mar 2017 / £45.99 €53.00

Histology
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Histology: A Text and Atlas with Correlated Cell and Molecular 
Biology, 7th Edition 
Wojciech Pawlina

Now in its 7th edition, Histology: A Text and Atlas is ideal for medical, dental, 
health professions, and undergraduate biology and cell biology students. This 
best-selling combination text and atlas includes a detailed textbook, which 
emphasizes clinical and functional correlates of histology fully supplemented 
by informative images and photomicrographs. Separate, an illustrated atlas 
section follows almost every chapter and feature large-size, full-color digital 
photomicrographs with labels and accompanied descriptions that highlight 
structural and functional details of cells, tissues, and organs.

978-1-46988-931-3 / 992 pp / 839 illus / 2015 / £46.00 €55.00 

Color Atlas and Text of Histology, 7th Edition
Leslie Gartner 

The 7th Edition of this text and atlas combines traditional topics with 
modern research to provide medical, dental, allied health, and biology 
students with a concise review of all of the major tissue classes and body 
systems. Consistent presentation of histologic plates comprising relevant 
concise text and photomicrographs facilitates understanding as well as 
review both for in-class and licensing examinations.

978-1-4963-4673-5 / 544 pp / Apr 2017
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Neuroanatomy in Clinical Context, 9th Edition 
Duane E. Haines

Neuroanatomy in Clinical Context, provides everything the student needs to 
master the anatomy of the central nervous system, all in a clinical setting. 
Clear explanations; abundant MRI, CT, MRA, and MRV images; full-color 
photographs and illustrations; hundreds of review questions; and supplemental 
online resources combine to provide a sound anatomical base for integrating 
neurobiological and clinical concepts. In thus applying neuroanatomy clinically, 
the atlas ensures student readiness for exams and for rotations. 

978-1-4698-3202-9 / 368 pp / 685 illus / 2014 / £36.50 €44.00

High Yield Neuroanatomy, 5th Edition 
Douglas J. Gould

Now significantly revised based on student feedback, this best-selling text 
provides a quick, authoritative review of the most important clinical aspects of 
neuroanatomy. A new, full-color design highlights the essential information you 
need to know to excel on course exams and the USMLE Step 1. New objectives 
begin every chapter, contents have been reorganized and streamlined, and all 
information has been completely updated. A new Gross Structure chapter lays 
the foundation for understanding the sectional anatomy in the Atlas chapter. A 
companion website offers USMLE-style questions for study and review.

978-1-4511-9343-5 / 208 pp / 136 illus / 2015 / £27.00 €30.00

Neuroanatomy
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Clinical Neuroanatomy, 7th Edition
Richard S. Snell

This popular text gives medical and health professions students a complete, 
clinically oriented introduction to neuroanatomy. Each chapter begins with 
clear objectives, includes clinical cases and ends with clinical notes, clinical 
problem-solving and review questions. Hundreds of full colour illustrations, 
diagnostic images and colour photographs enrich the text.   

This 7th Edition features new information relating the different parts of 
the skull to the brain areas, expanded coverage of brain development and 
neuroplasticity, and updated information on stem cell research. A companion 
website includes the fully searchable text and 454 USMLE-style review 
questions with answers and explanations.

978-0-7817-9427-5 / 560 pp / 404 illus, 42 tables / 2009 / £41.00 €49.00

Barr’s The Human Nervous System: An Anatomical Viewpoint, 
10th Edition
John Kiernan and Nagalingam Rajakumar

This textbook simplifies neuroscience content to focus coverage on the 
essentials and helps students learn important neuroanatomical facts and 
definitions. Among its many distinctions are its organization by region and 
then pathways into and out of the nervous system, which permits students an 
integrated view of the anatomy and physiology; level of treatment suited to 
increasingly shorter neuroanatomy course hours for medical and allied health 
students; and the author’s succinct writing style.

978-1-4511-7327-7 / 448 pp / 222 illus, 50 tables / 2013 / £30.95 €37.00



Basic Clinical Neuroscience, 3rd Edition
Paul A. Young, Paul H. Young and Daniel L. Tolbert

Basic Clinical Neuroscience provides clear, detailed coverage of clinically 
oriented aspects of neuroanatomy and neurophysiology to help medical and 
health professions students better understand neurological and neurosurgical 
disorders and prepare for board exams.  Through concise descriptions of 
functional systems, the book helps students understand the anatomic 
and pathophysiologic basis for neurologic abnormalities. Students have 
consistently praised the book for its exceptionally clear explanations of 
concepts. The 3rd Edition is enhanced by full color illustrations, additional case 
studies, clinical images, review questions, and clinical correlations. 

978-1-4511-7329-1 / 277 pp / 325 illus / 2015 / £45.00 €46.00
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Lippincott’s Illustrated Reviews: Neuroscience, 2nd Edition
Claudia Krebs
Thoroughly updated content with an even more conceptual, applied, and clinical approach. This 
edition includes new case studies and is written by a new, neurologist co-author. It provides expanded 
coverage on referred pain, integration content (sensory input, signal to noise), conceptual overview 
of brain function, and more. Additional MRI scans, new brain photographs (to replace illustrations), 
and more chapter Study Questions. Other key features of the series include: expanded outline text, 
Overviews, Summaries, bold terms, and Clinical Applications boxes.

978-1-4963-6789-1 / 512 pp / Nov 2017 

Lippincott’s Illustrated Reviews: Neuroscience  
Claudia Krebs, Joanne Weinberg and Elizabeth Akesson

Lippincott’s Illustrated Reviews: Neuroscience includes full-color, annotated 
illustrations; chapter overviews; expanded outline format; chapter summaries; 
and review questions that link basic science to real-life clinical situations. 
The book can be used as a text for a stand-alone neuroscience/neuroanatomy 
course in medical, health professions and upper-level undergraduate programs 
or as a review for boards.  A companion website features the fully searchable 
online text, an interactive Question Bank for students, animations and an Image 
Bank for instructors to use to create PowerPoint presentations.

978-1-4511-1045-6 / 528 pp / 376 illus, 25 tables / 2011 
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